France in the first half of the seventeenth century produced certainly four of the greatest mathematicians the world has ever known. They were all acquainted and correspondents, and they had the highest esteem for each other's work, but each was too busy with his own preoccupations to devote time to other men's ideas. Curiously none of them was a professional mathematician. Descartes was a scientist-philosopher, Fermat a lawyer, and Desargues a country gentleman, who, believing in popular education, had popular classes for mechanics. Pascal gave but the smallest and most incidental part of his time to mathematics, one of his most important contributions being worked out in a few days as a distraction to keep his mind off a toothache. Being amateurs, their mathematical work was published in the oddest of ways. Descartes's invention of analytic geometry was given to the world as one of several appendices to a book of philosophy which rapidly became very popular. Fermat's epoch-making book on number theory consisted of his notations on the margins of his copy of one of the old Greek mathematical texts, and was printed after his death.
nommer metaphysique de la geometrie, qui est une science dont je n'ai point remarque qu'aucun autre se soit servi, sinon Archimede." Their work shocked the ordinary run of mortals and mathematicians not only by its strange vocabulary but even more by its radical break with the past. There was a rumpus over it like that which attended the popular discovery of Einstein. Desargues got tired of it all and went back to the country, while Pascal took to religion. Desargues had printed his contributions as little pamphlets or fly sheets, some even as affiches or posters, and, as happens to such things when they are misunderstood and forgotten, they vanished and for very long times no copies of any of them were known to exist. Pascal printed several scientific pamphlets, but his great book was never printed and the only manuscript of it vanished after Leibnitz studied it. Today, however, anyone who digs into the underpinnings of geometry discovers that of the two logically basic theorems of that great science, one was first stated by Desargues and the other was first worked out by Pascal along lines indicated by Desargues. Being lost, their work had all to be done over again in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries; and it was not until after such later men as Monge, Gergonne, Poncelet, Chasles, and von Staudt had retraced their steps in ignorance of it that the basic texts of Desargues were rediscovered and made available for study. Desargues gave the conic sections of the Greeks the generality it needed to become perspective geometry, and out of that came the "foundations of geometry" and many of the most important developments in modern logic and metaphysics. In their time so far ahead of the world that it thought them foolish and forgot them, today Desargues and
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The The Niceron must be a fairly rare book, because the industrious Poudra, when writing his history of perspective in the sixties of the last century, was able to cite it only from a seventeenth-century list of books on perspective. Niceron's interest lay primarily in what may be called trick perspective in contrast to the workable perspective of painters, architects, and stonecutters. It is said that he was proud of a portrait of the Grand Turk, which, when looked at in the proper way, became a portrait of Louis XIII. From an historical point of view as interesting a thing as any in Niceron's book is the following passage from his preface. Saying that but very few painters acquire a competent command over perspective, he points out that this cannot be blamed on any lack of books on the subject "car il y a quantite de bons Autheurs, qui en ont dresse des methodes 8& donne des exemples. 
